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15-123

Effective Programming in C and Unix

Quick review

Pointers
� A pointer variable contains an address (eg: address of an int variable, 

address of a char, address of a char* etc)
� Any variable defined as

� int x = 10;
� has a value 10 and its address given by the unary operator  & acting on x, 

That is, &x is the address of x
� Later we learn that a pointer to x, can be passed to a function if the x 

needs to be changed inside the function
� Pointer variables can be declared as

� int* ptr, char* ptr, …
� Declaration of a pointer variable does not allocate memory to 

dereference the pointer
� Memory must be explicitly allocated before dereferencing the pointer 

using  *ptr
� Memory can be allocated using  malloc(n), where malloc returns an 

address of a contiguous memory block of n bytes
� Malloc returns a void*

Potential pointer (and other) errors

Run time errors Identify the lines that cause errors
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Identify the lines that cause errors Identify the lines that cause errors

Now to algorithms

Binary Search

� The idea of the binary search is that given a sorted 
array, one can efficiently search for a target in O(log n) 
time

Source: withfriendship.com

The binary search algorithm

Low mid high

target

If  (A[mid] == target)   done
If  (A[mid] < target ) search  A[mid+1, high]
If (A[mid] > target ) search  A[low, mid-1]
If (low > high)  target not found

Only 10% of the programmers can 
correctly implement binary search

Idea of the insertion sort
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Insertion Sort example

How efficient is 
insertion sort?

(hint: count 
operations)

Making the insertion sort efficient

30 45 50 52 35 22 5 78 55 60

sorted unsorted

30 45 50 52 35 22 5 78 55 60

Find the location to insert 35

30 45 50 52 35 22 5 78 55 60

Move the block using memcpy

Cost of moving memory
for (int i=n-1; i>0 ; i--)

A[i] = A[i-1];    

� How many bytes of memory was moved based on code 
logic?

� What if we can copy the entire block at once. How 
would we do that.

� Computers perform bit shifting very efficiently

memcpy

Great way to move things around in an array

memmove Passing arguments to functions 
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How arguments are passed to 

functions
� Arguments to functions are passed by value

� That is a copy of the value of the variable is given to the function
� If the copy is just a value, function cannot change the original variable
� If the copy is an address of a variable, the function can change the value of the 

calling variable
� Arrays are always passed by “reference”. That is, the address of A is given to the 

function

Understanding **

Understanding **
� char** is an address of a variable of type char* 

� char** reads 

� Pointer to a char*

� Recall  :  char*  argv[]

� Command line arguments are saved as an array of 
char*’s (or char**)

charchar*char**

Passing an array of strings to a 

function

Next lecture is on memory 

management

Go to recitation Wednesday

SL4 is optional, but very helpful

Quiz 2 will be available shortly


